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BOUNDS FOR SOLUTIONS TO A CLASS OF
NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

BY

ROBERT H. MARTIN, JR.O

Abstract.    In this paper a bound is obtained for solutions to a class of nonlinear

Stieltjes integral equations. The class of equations under consideration have been

previously studied by J. S. Mac Nerney. It is shown that the bound obtained here is4

in some sense a best bound, and in the linear case, reduces to a previous result of the

author.

1. Introduction. In [6] the author obtained a bound for solutions of a class of

linear integral equations which extended a result of W. A. Coppel [1, Theorem 3,

p. 58] for linear differential equations. This paper obtains a similar bound for

solutions of an integral equation of the form

17(0 = Uia) + iR)   P dFU

where the integral is the Cauchy right integral and / is a function from the real

numbers into a space of Lipschitz functions from a Banach space E into E. This

type of integral equation has been studied by J. W. Neuberger [7] for continuous

F and extended to the case where F is of bounded variation by J. S. Mac Nerney

[5]. It is shown that the bound obtained here is in some sense a best bound, and a

necessary and sufficient condition for each solution to the above integral equation

to be dominated by an exponential function is given. Also, this bound is shown

to be connected with the concept of a dissipative linear operator in a Banach

space as defined by G. Lumer and R. S. Phillips [3].

2. The space LIP (£). Let K be either the real or complex field and let £ be a

Banach space over K with norm denoted by | ■ |. The class LIP (Zs) will consist of

all functions/from E into E such that/(0) = 0 and for which there is a constant /

such that |/(x)—/(j)[ ¿L|x—y\ for all x and y in E. With addition and scalar

multiplication defined in the natural manner, LIP (£) is a vector space over K.

Furthermore, with multiplication defined by composition (i.e. if/and g are in

LIP (£), then/g(x) =/(g(x)) for all x in E), LIP (£) has each of the properties of a

ring with unity except left distributivity of multiplication over addition. The
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identity function from E into E will be denoted by 1 and, when convenient, the

real numbers will be considered as a subspace of LIP (E).

Definition 2.1. For each/in LIP (E) define

(i) Af[/] = sup{|/(x)|/|x| : xeZ,x#0},

(ii) N'[f] = sup{\f(x)-f(y)\l\x-y\ : x,yeE,x^y}, and

(iii) M[/] = lim^ + 0(iV[l+A/]-l)//z.

Remark. Both N and N' are norms on LIP (E) and the existence of the limit

in (iii) follows, for instance, from the fact that the function h -> N[l +hf] is convex.

Theorem 2.1. Iff and g are in LIP (E) and r>0, then

(i) M[rf] = rM[f],

(ii) M[f+g]^M[f] + M[g],
(iii) \M[f]\iN[f], and

(iv) \M[f]-M[g]\SN[f-g].

Indication of proof. Since (N[l +hrf]-l)/h = r(N[l +hrf]-l)/(hr) and hr -> +0

as h —> +0, we have (i). Part (ii) follows from the inequality (A^l +h(f+g)] — l)¡h

<>(N[\+2hf]-l)¡(2h) + (N[l+2hg]-l)l(2h), (iii) is immediate, and (iv) follows

from (ii) and (iii).

For each / in LIP (E) let exp (/) denote the function g from E into E such that

g(x) = limn_ „o (1 +//«)" -x for all x in E (where, for notational convenience,

f-x=f(x) whenever/is in LIP (E) and x is in E). By using Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, and

1.3 of [5], we have the following

Lemma 2.0. Iff is in LIP (E) then

(i) exp (/) is an invertible member of LIP (E) with exp (/)_1 = exp (—/),

(ii) limn^„ AT.exp(/)-(l +//«)"] =0, and

(iii) TVtexp (/)-(1 +/)] ï N'[f]2 exp (A/'[/]).

Theorem 2.2. Iff is in LIP(£) then

(i) M[/] = lim^ + 0 (A'texp (hf)]-l)/h,

(ii) N[exp(f)]ïexp(M[f]),and

(iii) 1 + hM[f] ÚN[1 +hf]^ 1 +hM[f] + h2N'[f]2 exp (hN'[f])
+ (exp(hN[f])-l-hN[f])   for all h^O.

Indication of proof. Part (i) is immediate from part (iii) of Lemma 2.0. If n is a

positive integer, estimates of the type N[exp(f)]~N[(l +//«)"] ^A^[l +//«]"

={1 +n(N[l +//«]- l)/«}n~{l +M[/]/M}"~exp (M[f\) show that (ii) is true. The

left side of (iii) holds since (N[l +A/]— l)//z is nondecreasing for h>0. From (iii)

of Lemma 2.0 and since M[hf]=hM[f]^hN[f], we have

N[l+hf] <- N[exp(hf)] + N[l+hf-exp(hf)]

S exp (M[hf]) + N'[hff exp (N'[hf])

=: 1 +hM[f] + 2 h»N[fri(n\) + h2N'[f]2 exp (hN'[f])
2

and (hi) follows.
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From parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.2 we have

Corollary 2.1. If fis in LIP(£), then M[f]^0 if and only if N [exp (hf)]¿ 1

forallh^O.

From part (iii) of Theorem 2.2 we have

Corollary 2.2. Iff is in LIP (E) and h is a positive number such that 2hN'[f] ^ 1,

then |A[l+«/]-l-«M[/]|^4«2A'[/]2-

3. Bounds for a nonlinear integral operation. Let S denote the set of real

numbers, let O A + denote the set of all functions a from Sx S into the nonnegative

real numbers such that air, s) + ais, t) = a(r, t) whenever r^s^t or r^s^t, and

let O M + denote the set of all functions p from Sx S into the real numbers not

less than one such that p(r, s)p(s, t) = p(r, t) whenever r^s^t or r^s^t. The

class O A (see [5, p. 622]) will consist of all functions V from Sx S into LIP (E)

such that

1. there is an a in O A + such that N'[V]^a, and

2. V(r,s)+V(s, t)=V(r, t) whenever r^s^t or r^s^t.

The class O M (see [5, p. 622]) will consist of all functions W from Sx S into

LIP (E) such that

1. there is a p in OM+ such that N'[W— l]^p — 1, and

2. Wir, s)■ Wis, t) = W{r, t) whenever r^s^t or r^s^t.

Considering the space of real numbers as a subspace of LIP (is), we will let OAr

(respectively OM') denote the set of all members of O A (respectively OM) which

are real valued.

If ia, b) is in Sx S then (up)ô is a subdivision of (a, b) if u0 = a, un = b, and

Mp-i^Mp or Up-y^Uj, according to whether a^b or a>b. The continuously

continued sums and products are defined in [5, p. 624] and we indicate their

definitions here with their approximations (the limits are taken in the sense of

refinements of subdivisions).

1. If g is a function from Sx S into E, then aJ.b g~J.ug = 1.ïgiUp-i, up).

2. If H is a function from Sx S into LIP (E) and x is in E, then

(JP H)x ~ (n H) x = #(«o, «ï): ■ H(un.y, un)-x.

Also, aYl" El denotes a member/of LIP (E) such that/(x) = (JT H)x for all x

in E.

3. If Vis a function from Sx S into LIP (E) and U is a function from S into E,

then (R) 0f V- U=¿b g where gis, t)=V(s, t)-Uit) for all is, t) in Sx S.

In [4, Theorem 2.2] Mac Nerney shows that there is a bijection <f+ from O A +

into OM+ such that if £+[a]=p, then

1. p(a, b) = aYlb (1 +«) for all (a, ¿>) in Sx S, and

2. aia, b) = a2bip-l) for all (a, b) in S x S.
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In [5, Theorem 1.1] Mac Nerney shows that there is a bijection S from O A into

OM such that if ê[V] = W, then

1. W(a, b) = aU" (1 + V) for all (a, b) in SxS,

2. V(a, b) = .2" ( W-1) for all (a, b) in S x S, and

3. there is an a in CM+ such that if p. = S, + [a], then N[W(a, b)-\- V(a, b)]

=:p.(a, b)-\-a(a, b) for all (a, b) in 5x S.

Furthermore, (see [5, Theorem 2]) if V is in O A, c is in S, and £/ is a function

from S into £ which is of bounded variation on bounded subintervals of S, then

these are equivalent:

1. U(t) = ê[V](t, c)-U(c) for all t in S.

2. U(t) = U(c) + (R) t(c V- U for all t in S.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that V is in OA, a is in OA+ such that N'[V]^a, W is in

OM, p is in OM* such that N'[W— l]^/x— 1, and (a, b) is in SxS. Then whenever

u is a subdivision of (a, b) and v is a refinement ofu,

(i) IuM[V]^2v M[V]^a(a, b) so that ¿j? M[V] exists, and

(ii) flu N[fV]^Ylv N[W]-£p(a, b) so that aY? N[W] exists.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that V is in OA, a is in OA+ such that N'[V]^a, and (a, b)

is in SxS. Then

(i) if there is a subdivision (wp)g of (a, b) such that a(up-u up) á S ̂  1/2 for each

1 Span, then |2„ (N[l + V]- l)-2„ M[V]\ ̂ 48a(a, b);
(ii) for each S>0 there is a subdivision (vp)l of (a, b) such that ifvp-1<s^t<vp

or vp.1>s^t>vp, then a(s, t)^8; and

(iii) for each s in S and each e>0, there is a S>0 such that if s<t^s+8 then

a(t, s+8)^e and if s>t^s—8 then a(s— 8, t)^s.

Indication of proof. By using Corollary 2.2, |2U (N[l + V]-i)-J.u M[V]\

è1.u 4N'[V]2 and (i) follows. Both (ii) and (iii) are true since a can be uniformly

approximated by step functions.

Lemma 3.3. If V is in OA and (a, b) is in SxS, then ¡¿" (N[l + V] — 1) exists.

By using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 the proof is essentially the same as in the linear

case (see [6, Theorem 1]) and is omitted.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that V is in OA, W=S[V], and for each (a, b) in SxS,

a[V](a, b) = a2" (N[l + V]-l) andir[W](a, Z>) = 0TT N[W\. Then

(i) a[V] is in OAr and if a is in OA+ such that N'[V]^a, then \o[V]\ ̂ <x.

(ii) tt[W] is in OMr and if p. is in OM+ such that N'[W-l]^p.-l, then

\n[W]-l\ip.-l.

(iii) v[W] = *[o[V]].

Indication of proof. o[V] is clearly order-additive and real valued. The in-

equalities \N[l + V]-l\<,N[V]<iN'[V] show that (i) is true. n[W] is clearly

order-multiplicative and real valued. Suppose that (a, b) is in »Sx S, p. = ê +[a], and
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(up)l is a subdivision of (a, b). By using property 3 in the definition of S, we have

that

Y\X\W]-Y\N[l + V]

2 ÍÍ1 ^\\ + Viu^y,uf)]\-{N[Wiuv.y,uv)]-N[l + Viu^y,uv)]}

Il N[WiUi_y,ut)]
p + i

^nwïWf»-i^)-i-n«,-i.«p)]|
u 1

g Kfl,^  |[l4«p-i. «»)-l]-«(«»*)f-

Consequently, by property 2 of the definition of «? + , aY\b N[\ + V] = a\~\b N[W].

Suppose that e is a positive number. Then there is a subdivision (wp)o of (a, b) such

that It \a[V]iup_y, up)-iN[l + Viup_y, up)]-l)\ <e. Thus,

Ó 0 +«t[K](«p-i, «p))-f[ ̂ f1 + K("p-i> "p)li i

â  {ft [1 + «(«,_!, «p)]}-{|  |1 +o[V]iUp-y, Up)-N[l + K("p-1, Up)]\j

g pia,b)-E.

Consequently, aUb N[W] = aU" A[l + V] = aU" il+°[V]) = ê[o[V]](a, b) and both

(ii) and (iii) are true.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 we have

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that V is in OA, a is in S, U is a function from S into E

which is of bounded variation on bounded subintervals of S, and for each t in S,

U(t)= Uia) + iR) fv-U.

Then \U\^ik where, for each t in S,

m= \Uia)\+iR)Jao[V]-t

{i.e. |Uit)\ = \S[V](t, a)- U(á)\ ú$[°[V]](t, a)-\U(a)\ =0(/)}.

Example 3.1. Suppose that F is a function from S into LIP (£) which is con-

tinuous for the norm A'. For each is, t) in Sx S define the member V of O A by

Vis, t) = J' F(r) dr its g t and V(s, t) = Vit, s)ifsZ t. If a is in S and x is in E, the

function U from [a, oo) into E defined by U(t) = S'[V](t, a)x is continuously
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differentiable and satisfies U'(t) = F(t)-U(t). If (s, t) is in SxS, sfkt, and (up)l

is a subdivision of (s, t), then estimates of the type

n

~ 2^t^("P)](«p-wp-i)

show that t&Ffa, r)=J*M[F(r)]it. Similarly, if s^t, a[V](s, t) = o[V](t,s).
Thus, if tp(t) = $[o[V]](t, a)-\U(a)\ for all t in [a, oo), then >¡> is continuously differ-

entiable and satisfies tb'(t) = M[F(t)]tb(t). Hence, if t is in [a, oo),

|*7(0| ^ <A(0 = |fV(fl)| exp ̂ M[F(r)]dr}.

If F(t) is a linear member of LIP (E) for all ? in S, then this is the bound obtained

by Coppel [1, Theorem 3, p. 58].

We also have that <^[a[K]] is a "best" bound for S[V] in the following sense:

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that V is in O A, X is in OA\ and N [S[ V]](a, b) ̂  £[X](a, b)

for all (a, b) in SxS. Then a[V](a, b) S X(a, b)— and hence S[a[V]](a, b) <> <$[X](a, b)

—for all (a, b) in SxS.

Indication of proof. Since 7r[<í[F]]á<í[A] we have by part (iii) of Theorem 3.1,

that, for each (a, b) in S x S,

°\V*a, b) = ay? (n[ê[V]]-l) ú a2" (<f[A]-l) = X(a, b)

and the theorem is true.

Remark. The corresponding result to Theorem 3.3 in the differential equation

setting of Example 3.1 is that the function t -*■ M[F(t)] is the smallest continuous

function g from S into the real numbers such that | (7(0[ Ú \ U(a)\ exp (J"' g(r) dr)

for all a in S, t in [a, oo), and all differentiable functions U from [a, oo) into E such

that U'(t)=F(t)-U(t).

Corollary 3.1. With the supposition of Theorem 3.2, these are equivalent:

(i) There is a number c such that a[V](s, t)fic\t — s\ for all(s, t) in SxS.

(ii) There is a number c such that whenever a is in S and

U(t) = U(a) + (R) fV<7

for all t in S, then \ U(t)\ ^ | U(a)\ exp (c\t-a\)for all t in S.

Indication of proof. If (i) holds then (ii) is immediate from Theorem 3.2. If (ii)

holds, then |<^[F](r, a)-x\ ^exp (c|i-a|)|x| for all x in E and all (t, a) in Sx S so

that N[ê[V](t,a)]^exp(c\t-a\). Hence, (i) follows from Theorem 3.3 with

X(s, 0 = c|í*-j| for all (s, t) in 5x5.
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4. Dissipative members of O A. Let O AD denote the set of all V in O A such

that a[V]^0 and let OMD denote the set of all W in OM such that n[W]^l.

It is immediate that a member W of O M is in OMD if and only if N[W]^ 1.

Furthermore, it follows from part (iii) of Theorem 3.1 that S maps O AD onto OMD.

Definition 4.1. A member/of LIP (E) will be called dissipative if and only if

M[/]gO.
Remark. In [3] Lumer and Phillips define dissipative linear operators in a

Banach space. Let E' denote the dual of E and for each x in E let x' be a member

of E' such that x'(x)= |x|2. If for each x and y in E, [x, y]=y\x), then [x, y] is a

semi-inner-product on E (see [2, Definition 1 and Theorem 2]). If/is a linear

member of LIP(£) it is called dissipative if Re [/(x), x]gO for all x in E (see

[3, p. 679]). Lumer and Phillips show this to be equivalent to M[f] g 0. This is also

the case for any /in LIP (E) but is not needed here.

Theorem 4.1. If F and V are as in Example 3.1, then these are equivalent:

(i) Vis in O AD.

(ii) M[F(t)]^0for all t in S.

(iii) Each differentiable function U from S into E such that U'(t) = Fit)-Uit) is

nonincreasing in norm (i.e. the function i—>- \U(t)\ of S into the real numbers is

noninci-easing).

Indication of proof. Since <j[V](s, 0=,j' M[F(r)] dr if s^t and a[V](s, t)

= a[V](t,s) if s£t, <*[V]is, ?)gO for all (j, 0 in Sx S if and only if M[F(i)]gO

for all t in S. Thus, (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Whenever a^/we have that \U(t)\

è\U(a)\ exp (J* M[F(r)] dr) so that (ii) implies (iii).

The remark following Theorem 3.3 shows that (iii) implies (ii).

Let H denote the class of all functions from E into E which map 0 into 0 and

let V* be a function from Sx S into H with the property that for each positive

integer « there is a member Vn of O AD such that V*(s, t)x= Vnis, t)x for all

is, t) in Sx S and all x in £" with |x| <«.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that V* and (Fn)f are as above, x is in E, and (a, b) is in

SxS. Then (aUb [1 + V*])-x exists and if «>|x|, then iaUb [1 + V*])-x

= ê[Vn]ia,b)-x.

Indication of proof. Suppose that «> |x| and s is a positive number such that

«>(l+£)|x|. Since al\b N[\ + Vn] = £[o[Vn]]ia, ¿>)gl (see the proof of Theorem

3.1), there is a subdivision v of (a, b) such that if iup)o is a refinement of zj, then

nil+r'.dl,.!,«,)]^ = {ft tf [i + ̂ »(«.-1. «<)]}• 1*1 s 0+«)M < «

whenever lá/ázcgw. Thus, whenever « is a refinement of t>, (JT« [1 + F*])x

= (I~L [1 + Vn]) • x and the lemma follows.
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose that V* and (Vn)î are as in Lemma 4.1, a is in S, and U

is a function from S into E which is of bounded variation on bounded subintervals ofS.

Then these are equivalent:

(i)   U(t)=U(a) + (R) Ja V* ■ Ufor all t in S.

(ii) (7(0 = GIT [1 + V*]) ■ U(a)for all t in 5.

Indication of proof. Suppose that (ii) is true. By Lemma 4.1 we have U(t)

= £[Vn](t, a)U(a) whenever n>\U(a)\ and t is in 5. Since Vn is in O AD, \U(t)\

^ | (7(a)| <n for all t in 5 so that if m is a subdivision of (t, a), then V*(up-ly up)

■ U(up)=Vn(uP-i, up)-U(up) and (i) follows.

Now suppose (i) is true and that t is in 5. Then there is an integer n such that

| U(s)\ <n for all s such that a<=sú t or a^s^t. Thus (R) Ja V* ■ U=(R) J* Vn- U

for all such s and we have that U(t) = S[Vn](t, a)- (7(a). Part (ii) now follows.

Example 4.1. Suppose that E is the space of real numbers. For each x in E let

g(x)= —x3 and define V*(s, t)=\t — s\g for all (s, t) in 5x5. For each positive

integer n and each (s, t) in Sx 5define Vn(s, t)=\t — s\fn wherefn(x)=g(x) if |x| <n

and/n(x)=g(z.x/|x|) if [x| ^n. A routine computation shows that M[fn] = 0 for all

n and hence, Vn is in O AD for all n. Thus, if a is in 5, x is in E, and U is the function

from [a, oo) into E defined by (7(0 = GIT [i + V*])-x, then (7(a) = x and U'(t)

= -[U(t)f for all t in [a, oo) {i.e. GIT [1 + K*])-x = x[2x2(i-a)+l]-1/z for all t

in [a, oo) and x in E}.
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